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I

Introduction

During operation of modern integrated electronic devices more and more
thermal problems arise. Due to the large power density in complex integrated circuits, heating of circuits during operation can no longer be handled
by simple improvement of cooling procedures. It became clear that managing device overheating shall be handled with other methods.
Heating problems are critical in semiconductor devices because over certain temperatures functional failures may appear in the circuit. In semiconductor devices every component is temperature-dependent to some extent. Due to temperature dependence, semiconductor device characteristics
change and these changes shall be modeled precisely during circuit design.
In an integrated circuit, a local overheating is called a hot-spot. These hotspots can spoil correct functional operation in a certain area of the circuit.
Hot-spots change transistor and logic gate characteristics, timing- and signal
integrity which in turn may cause functional failures in operation. Detection
of such potential errors is important and it would be useful to take thermal
effects into account during the early phase of the design.
The electro-thermal simulation methodology has been available to integrated circuit designers for almost two decades [1, 2]. The drawback of
running such simulations is that they require tremendous computation capacity, data to be processed is significant and simulation durations are often
unacceptable.
Dominant thermal time constants of microelectronic structures lie in a
wide time range. Thermal time constants of a modern integrated circuit
can spread from milliseconds to several minutes thus thermal simulations
should be run for such orders of magnitudes.
Delays and clock periods of high frequency integrated systems lie in the
range of a few nanoseconds. Electro-thermal simulations thus should be run
for several seconds with nanosecond resolution. These simulations with the
current simulation tools take unacceptably long and large amounts of data
are to be processed. Thus to inspect electrical, logical and thermal joint operation such a tool is needed that can execute these simulations in reasonable
time, with acceptable accuracy and takes electrical and thermal coupling
into account.
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II

Aims and objectives

In my thesis work I would like to introduce a simulation methodology and
solutions that fit the design environments used in electric design automation
(EDA) via standard interfaces. I introduce a methodology that enables execution of coupled logic and thermal simulations with acceptable simulation
durations.
The aim of my research was to creates a simulation environment where
logic and thermal operation of digital standard cell circuits can be simulated
with coupled simulations. The aim of the research was to devise a simulation methodology where thermal effects caused by the operation of digital
integrated circuits can be detected and explored during logic simulation.
The European FP7 framework THERMINATOR integrated project was founded to research and develop investigation methodologies for electric and
thermal issues in integrated circuits [3, 4]. The three-year project had started
in 2010 and its purpose was to develop and research innovative tools and
methodologies that enable thermal modeling and simulation of nanoscale
integrated circuits. I have performed my research in the THERMINATOR
project.
My aim was also to integrate temperature-dependent timings of circuit
components into logic simulations. In present logic simulators thermal behavior of the circuit and thermal changes in the environment are not represented and taken into account. In my work I wanted to address this deficiency with a so-called logi-thermal simulation. In the logi-thermal simulation I examine the circuit operation with coupled logic and thermal simulations.
Timing properties of elements in digital integrated circuits are extremely
important. In synchronous sequential networks the operation of the whole
circuit depends on the components’ timing-delay properties. If the components’ timing properties change correct functional operation could fail. Timings and delays of circuit elements are temperature dependent therefore it
is important to know the timing dependence on temperatures. In my work
I wanted to incorporate temperature dependent timings into logic simulations.
Using pure logic-timing simulations the possible errors in digital circuits
like static-, dynamic-, functional errors, critical race conditions, clock skews,
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etc. can be detected. Further aim of my research is to detect these errors also
in the case where timing parameters change due to temperature gradients.
My aim is to extend the logic and thermal simulations to be able to simulate
thermally generated delay fluctuations.
Present delay models in the industry take temperature parameters into
account limitedly or not at all [5, 6]. During my research I wanted to develop
a solution to create high resolution temperature-dependent delay models
for standard cells. Using the high resolution temperature dependent models
logic, timing and thermal behavior can be examined more accurately compared to current models [5, 6].
I have examined the implementation of the developed simulation methodologies with several circuits. Due to the time consuming nature of logithermal simulations I wanted to develop acceleration methods that can be
used generally besides keeping accuracy at an acceptable level.

III

Applied tools and inspection methodologies

During my research I had to get acquainted with the industry standard logic and thermal simulators. For logi-thermal simulations, thorough knowledge of logic simulators and thermal simulators that can simulate typical
microelectronic structures is needed. In my work I have used the integrated
circuit design tools and simulators that were available in the Department of
Electron Devices. These were mainly applications of Mentor Graphics and
Cadence Design Systems companies.
I have used Mentor Grahics ModelSim/QuestaSim simulator for logic simulations. This simulator fully supports the standard hardware description
languages like Verilog and VHDL. Additionally, the simulator supports the
Verilog programming interface, Verilog PLI, that can be used during behavioral or structural logic simulation to call user-defined C/C++ functions.
For the thermal simulations, I have adapted the Therman[7] thermal simulator developed in the Department of Electron Devices to fit standard cell
digital simulations. The thermal simulator was verified by measurements
and industry standard thermal simulators like ANSYS. The adapted and integrated thermal simulator is called LayTherm.
During my research I had to get acquainted with the theoretical basics of
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thermal simulations, possible generation methods of thermal time constant
spectra and generation of compact RC models. For this, thorough knowledge of the Thermodel[8, 9] and SISSI[10, 11] applications was needed.
To implement standard cell digital designs, I have used Cadence’s Resource Compiler (RC), Velocity and Mentor Graphics’s Pyxis application. The
Resource Compiler application synthesizes structural HDL description from
behavioral descriptions and Velocity takes care for place and routing (P&R)
the design. The Pyxis application is able to do these two steps in a single
environment for simple HDL descriptions.
I have used three different technology design library during my work
(Process Design Kit, PDK). The AustriaMicroSystems (AMS) design kit implements CMOS technology in 0.35 µm. Mentor Graphics provides a demonstration CMOS design kit called Analog Design Kit (ADK) manufactured by
TSMC in 0.35 µm. For complex industrial designs and the THERMINATOR
project’s test circuits I have used the STMicroelectronics 65 nm design kit. A
great advantage of the ADK design kit over the other two is that it contains
transistor level netlists of the library cells that enables SPICE analog simulations. In the other two design libraries the transistor level views of the cells
are hidden due to intellectual property considerations.
I have used Mentor Graphics’ ELDO simulator for analog simulations
during my research. ELDO is one of the widely used analog simulators
in the electronic design industry. It contains modern, up-to-date transistor
models and can simulate secondary physical effects emerging due to feature
scale-down. I have verified my research results using the ELDO simulator
in many cases.
I have used Mentor Graphics EZWave application to display analog and
digital waveforms and to execute mathematical calculations on them.
I have implemented my research results in the CellTherm application
that employs logic and thermal coupled simulations. The implementation
has been coded in the C++ object oriented language. I have used the opensource Qt5 development framework and environment. Simulation results
were visualized using the open-source GNUplot applications.
The Liberty[12] database containing timing and power information was
processed and parsed by an open-source parser. For reading the Standard
Delay Format (SDF)[13] databases, I have used an open-source lexical parser
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developed in the Department. The cell layout description LEF/DEF files
were also parsed by an open-source parser library.
Figure 1 shows the relationship of the applied tools.
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Figure 1: Applied tools of the logi-thermal simulation

IV

New scientific achievements

IV.1

Logi-thermal simulation in EDA environment

Thesis 1 I have designed a methodology and a simulator for logi-thermal simulation of standard cell circuits. Using the methodology, temperature distribution and
variance on the IC surface caused by circuit operation can be determined and local
hot-spots can be detected. The logi-thermal simulation allows for cell level logic and
thermal coupled simulations of digital standard cell circuits [J1],[C1, C2, C3].
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Subthesis 1.1 I have developed a standard logi-thermal simulator that fits into
modern EDA (Electronic Design Automation) environments. The simulator uses
timing and power databases that takes also quantum physical effect into account. I
have designed a communication interface between the logic and thermal simulators.
The communication takes place using a standard hardware description language’s
programming interface. The developed methodology communicates with industrial
logic simulators via standard interfaces, works with standard input and output file
formats. The methodology can be fitted into any EDA environment [J1, J2, J3],[C4,
C5, C6].
Schematic of the logi-thermal simulation is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Simplified schematic of logi-thermal simulation

Subthesis 1.2 I have developed an acceleration method that splits the surface of
the circuit into partitions. Temperatures are calculated for these partitions using cell
power dissipations. The duration of the thermal model network generation increases
by the square of the cell number. With the partitioning method, the thermal model
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generation time will be independent of the number of cells in the circuit. The usage
of the partitioning is optional and the thermal spatial resolution can be defined arbitrarily. By measuring model generation times and different partition sizes I have
demonstrated that with 10 × 10 partitioning simulation durations and resolution
is acceptable [J4],[C7].
Complex standard cell circuits may contain thousands of cells. In a logithermal simulation, one cell is represented by one thermal node, that means
each cell has one temperature value in each thermal simulation time step.
The logi-thermal simulator does not know the temperature distribution inside the cell, the temperature of the whole cell is calculated from the cell’s
power density. This requires thousands of thermal nodes for large circuits.
With the possibility of the partitioning the number of the thermal nodes
can be reduced thus the thermal compact model generation and calculation in each simulation time step requires less time. By reducing the number
of thermal nodes the thermal resolution also decreases thus the optimum
between simulation speed and resolution should be aspired to. Through
observations I have demonstrated that with 10 × 10 or 12 × 12 partitioning
simulation durations and resolution is acceptable.
Subthesis 1.3 I have developed a further method to speed up logi-thermal simulations. Thermal time constants of a modern digital system are greater than the
electrical time constants (e.g. clock period) by several orders of magnitude. Logic
simulations on high clock frequencies can take long until thermal steady state is
reached. By decreasing operating frequency of the high frequency system and increasing dynamic switching energies proportionally the system can be brought to an
arbitrary thermal transient state. By reaching the defined thermal state simulation
can be continued with nominal operating frequencies and powers. The scaling acceleration method can be used together and independently of the partitioning method
[C8].
Simulation duration dependence on scaling factor is shown in figure 3.
During my research I have inspected the effect of varying scaling factors
for factors of 10 and 100. With the demonstrated and applied method the
circuit can be brought to an arbitrary thermal transient state in short simulation time. When approaching the determined thermal state the scaling
can be reset back to the nominal value, thus the simulation continues in the
7
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Figure 3: Simulation duration versus scaling factors

new thermal state. As the CellTherm application knows all the timing and
power properties of the circuit in every time step it can change the scaling factor in any time step. With the flexibly variable scaling, delays and
dissipated power figures can be changed anytime to speed up simulation.
By reaching the defined thermal state CellTherm can set the scaling back
to the nominal value and the simulation can continue on the new temperature with the nominal operating speed and powers. I have successfully
used the demonstrated method in logi-thermal simulations dealing with
temperature-dependent timing.

IV.2

Temperature-dependent timing

Thesis 2 I have developed a methodology to monitor temperature-dependent timings and detect thermally induced functional errors in standard cell design simulations. Industrial logic simulators disregard temperature effects evolving during
operation of digital circuits. With my proposed methodology, varying timing relations caused by temperature inhomogeneities on the IC surface can be determined.
In the methodology, the thermal simulation results are back-annotated to the run8

ning logic simulation as the cells’ temperature-dependent delays. With the proposed
method temperature-aware varying of delays can be monitored [J2, J4],[C6, C7].
The steps of temperature-dependent timing simulation are shown in figure 4. In the procedure the cells’ timing properties in function of temperature are determined from the synthesizer-generated Standard Delay File-ból
(SDF) using piecewise linear approximation. By annotating the temperaturedependent delays back into the logic simulation, the effect of varying temperatures is sensible in the logic simulation. Functional errors caused by
temperature fluctuations can be detected in the system level during timing
simulation. The logic simulator can pinpoint the location of the error in the
circuit.
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Figure 4: Steps of temperature-dependent timing simulation

IV.3

High resolution temperature dependent timing model

Thesis 3 I have developed a new timing model that allows the temperature-dependent delays of the cells to be represented by temperature-delay functions in the logi9

thermal simulations. With my proposed model effects such as inverse temperature
dependence (ITD) of delays can be modeled. To create the model, the temperaturedelay functions shall be characterized for every cell of the circuit. With the new
model I demonstrated that present timing models describe temperature-dependent
operation improperly in certain temperature ranges. I proposed the extension of the
Liberty format with the new model [C8].
Generation steps of the high resolution timing model is shown in figure 5. The piecewise linear approximation of the SDF database inaccurately
takes temperature-dependent timing parameters of cells into account. In order to get a clear picture of temperature-dependence of delays, every cell
delay path shall be characterized in a wide temperature range. During my
research I have demonstrated that with high resolution temperature-delay
functions more accurate timing simulation results can be acquired than with
piecewise linear models. With the high resolution functions such functional
errors can be detected that cannot be inspected with the piecewise linear
model.
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Figure 5: Steps of high resolution model generation
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V

Application of results

I have implemented my research results in the CellTherm application which
I elaborated according to the requests of the STMicroelectronics circuit foundry
in the THERMINATOR project. After the project termination STMicroelectronics took possession of the accomplished implementation and henceforth
uses it for logi-thermal simulation of its own circuits. The THERMINATOR
project ended in December 2012, and the international review committee
considered the project a success. New results of my research can be employed in simulations of arbitrary standard cell circuits. Functional and timing errors caused by varying temperatures of the circuit can be detected and
monitored using my research upshots and recommendations can be given
how to avoid these defects. Further possible usage of my research outcomes
could be the implementation of temperature-driven placement and routing algorithms that could be used to develop circuit layouts where critical
thermal interrelationships are minimized.
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